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Variance Estimation Unit and Item Non- may be difficult to explain to survey respon

dents Second wealth is
relatively concentrated

and thus sampling to measure wealth faces

In the U.S we have very little
repre- many of the same problems faced in measuring

sentative data on the wealth of individuals rare events Without some special provisions to

There are three different approaches that have target wealthier households random sample is

been used to estimate wealth directly using likely to be very inefficient vehicle for ineasur

survey data capitalizing income flows from ing wealth Finally in surveys there are

survey or administrative data and extrapolating systematic nonresponse problems both at the

wealth data reported for decedents on federal unit and the item level Where nonresponse

estate tax returns Each of these approaches rates are high as they are in survey measure-

gives rise to difficult issues to resolve and ments of wealth corrections for nonresponse are

various assumptions to accept in the develop- critically important

ment of the estimates Greenwood In this paper we provide an overview of

reports on results using the income capitalization
some of the interesting problems of measuring

method In using this method assumptions must household wealth using survey data While we

be made concerning the capitalization rates and address some theoretical problems our main

the income flows to include Extrapolating focus here is on the practical problems we have

wealth data of decedents is referred to as the encountered in the 1989 Survey of Consumer

estate multiplier technique and is discussed in Finances SCF household wealth survey

Johnson and Schwartz In developing sponsored by the Federal Reserve Board FRB
such estimates there are many difficult issues to in cooperation with the Statistics of Income

resolve such as do individuals change their
Divisiol\

SOl of the Internal Revenue

portfolios and arrangement of their assets and Service Further background on the survey

liabilities within families in anticipation of and additional detail on specific methodological

death how should the wealth of the decedent issues may be found in Heeringa and Woodburn

group be used to generalize about the wealth of Kennickell 1991b and

the entire population Johnson and Woodbum Kennickell and Woodbum 1992b

address these issues and detail recent
The remainder of this paper is divided into

improvements in the estate multiplier technique four pans First we briefly discuss the design

The measurement of wealth using survey data and execution of the SCF questionnaire Next

the topic of this paper we deal more extensively with the design of an

There are three major problems in using appropriate sample for the measurement of

surveys for the measurement of wealth First wealth Third we address issues of estimation

wealth is constnict based on the sum over using the resulting data We conclude with
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brief summary and discussion of our plans for training and to eliminate as much as possible of

the remaining misclassification and other mis

reporting particularly double-counting after

Onestionnaire Desien and Data Collectigj data collection by using trained editors

The goal of the SCF is to collect informa- The SCF is quite long the questions ask for

tion on household assets and liabilities from much detail and some respondents view the

representative sample in order to address re- subject matter as intrusive Even with great

search questions involving wealth The attention to questionnaire design some respon

questionnaire for the 1989 survey was designed dents will be unable or unwilling to answer

to provide detailed view of the financial posi- some questions Every observation in the survey

tion of households Respondents were asked for contains at least one piece of missing informa

information on the types and amounts of assets tion though often only trivial item such as the

they held For household liabilities they were interviewer ID number is missing Some

asked the types of loans the purposes of their respondents who were reluctant to provide dollar

borrowing the amounts they still owed and the answers were allowed to respond with letters

detailed terms of payments of their loans In corresponding to ranges provided on card

addition households were asked for information shown to the respondent Excluding these range

on the institutions where they held their assets responses the mean number of missing values

and loans on their current jobs and pension per case is 21.6 The maximum
posble

number

rights and on many demographic characteristics of missing values is about million

such as marital history family composition and

health status Data for the survey were collected Sample Design

between the months of July 1989 and March Household net worth is highly skewed

1990 by the Survey Research Center at the Estimates prepared by Kennickell and

University of Michigan Interviews were mainly Woodburn based on the 1989 SCF

conducted in person and averaged about 77 suggest that the top one-half percent of the

minutes though many interviews were much household net worth distribution accounted for

longer about 29 percent of this variable Moreover

Such an interview places tremendous some assets and liabilities e.g investment real

burden on both respondetits and interviewers estate loans stocks etc axe highly correlated

Respondents must deal in great detail with with net worth Thus for efficiency in the

subject that many people find complicated and measurement of such variables wealthier

confusing and interviewers must be able to households should be heavily over-sampled

understand the subject well enough to deal with .Other components of net worth e.g mortgage

respondents questions without disrupting the debt automobiles credit card debt are much

interview more broadly distributed in the population

Inevitably the conceptual frameworks of Such items are better represented by something

researchers and survey respondents overlap closer to simple random sample

imperfectly This problem is particularly acute To provide good coverage of both con-

in the SCF in which respondents with very
centrated and more broailly-4istributed assets

great range of financial sophistication must all and liabilities the SCF
9mple

is based on

be asked the same set of core questions Thus unique dual frame design that relies in
part

an important goal of the SCF questionnaire on the use of administrative data One part

design is to minimize thisconceptual variance of the sample is straightforward multi-stage

thiough questionnaire design and interyiewer area-probability cluster sample. The other part
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of the sample list sample is more Complicated assets While market prices of assets should

and is used to systematically supplement the change to equalize rates of return within risk

area sample classes we are unable to observe risk charac

In principle we would like to use wealth teristics Third particularly in the case of very

information to ensure that the sample is effi- complicated finances the flows of income

ciently designed for measuring wealth Since in within only one year may be very poor in-

the U.S there is not general population register dicator of taxpayers longer-mn income For

of wealth available we make use of proxy example gains and losses may be clustered for

wealth index in the design of the list sample tax purposes For this reason some use of

The list sample is derived from the 1987 longitudinal data in the sample design might be

Individual tax file which is develor by SO useful we-intend-to-explore-this-possibilitywith

This file was made available through an inter- the 1995 SCF

agency agreement and
a5

well-defined contract There are also some conceptual differences

with our survey vendor The wealth index is between the area and list frames The elements

computed from capitalized income flows ob- of the area-probability frame are dwelling units

served in the 1987 Individual file Income flows at the time of the survey The list frame differs

from items such as businesses interest and in three key ways First the frame elements are

dividends axe capitalized using fixed rates of income tax returns filed by individuals or

return intended to reflect the average rate for the couples In some households couples may file

assets underlying each income type For cx- separate returns or there may be other in-

ample if return showed $100000 in interest dividuals in the primary economic unit of the

income it was assumed that the individual held household who also file returns The area-

$1000000 in interest-yielding assets based on probability frame would sample these tax-payers

10 annual rate of return Returns were sorted as unit However it appears that the problem

into seven strata based on the wealth index and Of multiple filers is not serious one among the

returns in the different strata were sampled 1989 SCF list respon4ents with only 1.6% of the

disproportionately list sample respondent couples reporting to have

There are several non-trivial problems in filed separately for tax year 1988 Second

designing the SCF list sample using the wealth because by definition person must have filed

index First not all assets generate income that tax return to be eligible for selection into the list

would be recorded on an individual tax return sample that sample is not representative of

and in general debts are not reported either nonfilers According to the 1989 SCF about

For example it is only for homeowners who 13% percent of households did not file any sort

have mortgages and who itemize their deduc- of individual tax return As would be expected

tions that we know anything about an these families tend to be much poorer than the

individuals house Other than mortgages on typical family lhird because the list sample is

principal or secondary residence there is drawn from sample of 1987 returns it misses

generally no systematic trace of any other bor- households that may have been created since

rowing No estimate of debt is incorporated in 1987

the wealth index Second using fixed rate of Thus the list frame is noisy approxima

return may also be incorrect Particularly in the tion to the desired frame fuzzy frame

case of closely-held businesses or newly started However with the exception of the exclusion of

businesses the current income flows may be nonfilers and families formed since 1987

poor indicator of the value of the business sample drawn from this frame should not be

Rates of return also vary by risk classes of biased in its representation of the general
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population only an inefficient one.6
possibilities for proceeding

The achieved cross-section sample from all

We could perform model-based estimation

parts of the design includes 3143 famlies
designed specifically for each problem incor

which 866 come from the list frame The
porating frame information and other

area-probability cases were approached d1ICd
information Given the very diverse demands on

by interviewers and the response rate for
the dataset and the practical limitations on the

cases was about 69 percent In contrast the list-

time available to devise complex estimators this

sample cases were given prior opportunity
approach presents tremendous difficulties

refuse participation by returning postpaid carl
second possibility the approach we take here

About 36 percent of the original sample of list

is to create fully imputed dalaset and compute

cases refused participation at this stage by
adjustments to the sampling weights to compen

returning the card The remainder of the list

sale for unit nonresponse

cases were approached by interviewers yielding

an overall interview rate for the list sample of
Nonresionse-Adiusted Sampling Weights

about 34 percent Response rates by wealth
To assess the variability of our calculations

index stratum decrease from 49% for the lowest
With respect to alternative assumptions about

index stratum to 20% for higi weighting two methodologies were used to

decreasing response rates J.t develop the weights for the 1989 SCF resulting

ultimate probability of observation differs
in model-based weight and design-based

systematically from the selection probability
weight The design-based weight we describe

Given the high level of unit nonresponse

here is later generation of the weight used in

the list sample one might reasonably question

the calculations reported in Kennickell and

the representativeness of that sample
Shack-Marciuez and is based on the

Consequently one might also question .1st

original design probabilities developed by

of the data for estimating characteristics of
Heeringa and Woodburn The model-

upper end of the distribution of wealth that this
based weight was used in calculations reported

sample is intended to reflect it is important to
Kennickell and Woodburn and its

note that this is not problem unique
constmction is described there in more detail

SCF While the noninterview rate for the list
weighting scheme for the 1989 SCF must

cases is high accoitling to usual criteria tlis
combine information in the list and area

figure merely makes explicit what is latent in
samples Following in the spirit of Hartley

other household surveys without such sample
one dual-frame weight that pools the two

or other auxiliary infonnation to identify
samples entails knowledge of the probability of

problem Fortunately in the SCF we are also
obseiv anon of each case under both designs

able to use the auxiliary infonnation in the list
assuming uidependence.given by

frame to make adjustments to the sampling
it ICLIST ItAP LIST

weights to compensate for nonlesponse
where it1 is the probability of observation of

Estimation
case WitKthe

area-probability frame and it

In this section we deal with the problems of
is the probability of observation of case

estimation given dataset with significant item
the list frame The probability of observation for

and unit nonresponse Ultimately we would
case is the probability of selection multiplied

like to compute broad range of estimates and
by the probability of response given selection

to have the ability to compute standard errors in
The methodologies used to develop the two

straightforward way There are least two
types of weights share common framework
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For both methodologies the dual-frame weight is more complicated Using the survey data

according to equation is computed and broad wealth classes were defined for both the

common post-stratification procedure is used list and area-probability cases Area cases in

The two approaches differ only in the determina- given class were assigned the median weight of

tion of the probability of observation for list and list cases in the same class and the area weights

area-probability sample cases under the list were forced to sum to control totals in these

design classes developed from the list sample

Design-Based Probabilities of Observation Model-Based Probabilities of Observation

The term design-based is used loosely For the model-based weights the probabil

here In fact it is not possible to compute pure ity of observation of an area-probability case

design-based weight fbr two reasons irst under the area design is taken to be the same as

because it is not possible to match the area- in the case of the design-based weights We

probability cases to tax records their exact have no information to improve on this assump

probability of selection under the list frame is tion

not known
Seconds

in no case is the probability However in sharp contrast to the design-

of response known based weight the calculation of the probability

For area and list sample respondents of observation in the list frame of the list sample

respectively the probabilities of selection are cases ignores the original SCF sample design

taken directly from the original sample design almost entirely The list sample cases were

described in Heeringa and Woodbum In drawn from the SO 1987 individual tax file

each of the samples nonresponse was assumed which is itself sample albeit very large

to be completely random within adjustment sample -1pm the universe of U.S individual

classes For the area-probability sample the tax-filers great deal of information is

adjustment classes were geographic areas and known about both survey responnts and

for the list sample the classes were the six nonrespondents in the list frame Our

original wealth index strata Uniform non- strategy is to use this auxiliary information to

response adjustments were made within each estimate the representation in the population of

non-response
class to estimate the probability of each list observation using the entire SO

flle1t

observation estimate response propensity model

Because the probabilities of observation of Formally we compute probit model using the

area-probability cases under the list design and entire SO file not just the sample selected for

of list cases under the area-probability design are the 1989 SCF to estimate the conditional prob

not known with certainty some modeling as- ability of observation within the SO given

suinptions must be made For each list case the characteristics present in that file The

probability of observation under the area- probability of observation for list case under

probability design was assumed to be equal to the list frame is given by the product of the

the median probability of observation of the area- conditional probability predicted by this model

probability cases in the same geographic ama and the probability of selection into the SOl

Given the differential nonresponse we observe sample special adjustment was made in the

in the list sample across the wealth index strata calculation for observations with negative net

we can be almost certain that for wealthier worth The predicted list sample weights were

families in the list sample this procedure will then forced to sum to the stratum totals in wealth

overstate the probability of observation index stratum that represent the 1989 population

Estimation of the probability of observation of households filing tax return

of an area-probability case within the list frame We are able to do more limited modeling of
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the implied list weights for area-probability using the formula given by These combined

cases Area-probability cases that did not tile
weigh9 4vere

subjected to post-stratification and

tax return as reported in the interview are given raking First the weights were adjusted to

zero list weight For the remaining cases reproduce exactly the number of families es

those having $100000 and more of net worth timated by the list sample to have net worth in

are treated separately For these wealthier cases the categories $1 million to $2.5 million $2.5

we model the propensity-score-adjusted list million to $10 million and $10 million to $250

weights directly in terms of number of survey million List and area-probability observations

variables The model was estimated iiiftiogs having net worth of $1 million or more and list

using the list sample cases with net woith of cases with negative net worth less than

$100000 and more and was used to predict $100000 were excluded from further adjust-

weights for area-probability
cases The ments The remaining observations were raked

predicted weights were adjusted to sum to for three iterations to distributions of age by

population total estimated for this group using homeownership and region by MSA status

the list sample While our means of evaluating the

Largely because the list sample is very thin reliability of the weights is quite limited we can

at the bottom of the net worth distribution make use of tl list frame data to compare the

estimates of the list weight model that included distributions of key income variables estimated

the entire list sample produced very unstable using the list sample weights to the base dis

values for the predicted list weights for lower-
thbuth computed with the entire list

wealth families The remaining area sample frame

cases with less than $100000 of net worth were

assigned the median propensity-score-adjusted Multiple Imputation of Missing Data

list weight for list cases with less than $100000 As noted above we have dealt with the

of net worth The weights for these observations problem of item nonresponse by imputing the

were adjusted to sum to the 1989 population missing data Missing values axe multiply-

total less the estimated number of nonfliers and imputed using GLbW sampling The genera

the number of cases estimated to have $100000 imputation algorithm FRITZ is described in

or more of net worth Kennickell 1991a
The probability of observation of list

sample cases under the area design is assumed to Variance Estimation

be zero for list cases with $2.5 million or more The estimates computed using the 1989

of
net ionh

and for those with negative net SCF presented here challenge traditional

worth Other list cases are assigned the variance estimation methodology Without

median area-probability weight of area- many simplifying assumptions traditional

probability cases within the same region and variance estimators would not be appropriate

MSA type.6 The probabilities were rescaled given the complexity of the sample design

so that the implied weights summed to the 1989 Also we need to estimate variances for non-

population total minus the estimated number of linear and nonfunctional statistics for example

nonfilers and minus the estimated number of the proportion of wealth held by the wealthiest

observations with $2.5 million or more of net half percent of the population In order to

worth estimated using the propensity-score- compute variances for such estimates it is

adjusted list weights necessary to use replication technique such as

the bootstrap planced repeated replication or

Combined Dual-Frame Weights the jackknife In order to facilitate the

The component probabilities were merged estimation of variances due to sampling and the
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uncertainty inherent in the computation of the respondents While there are methods for limit-

weights we have chosen to compute set of ing information in tabular presentation the

replicate weights based on the bootstrap tech- development of practical ways of protecting

nique We drew eleven bootstrap Samples large complicated dazasets is still at very early

for this purpose using available cross-section stage The procedures we have adopted for the

interviews as base The procedure we 1989 SCF are fairly crude -- suppression of

applied to draw each bootstrap sample treats the critical variances collapsing cells for categorical

1983 panel cross-section 1989 area-probability variables constrained imputation of sample

and 1989 list samples separately and attempts to outliers and other adjustments Although some

mimic the major sources of variation for each interesting partial solutions have been proposed

sample until we have clear legal way of handling

We-repeated the procedures used for the diiOtii hks we will remain cautious con-

construction of the model-based weights for cerning the release of micro data

each bootstrap sample to yield eleven replicate Finally an important part of the 1989 SCF

weights Thus for each bootstrap sample we sample design which we have only mentioned

recomputed all of the necessary models and here is the 1989 panel sample based on the 1983

subjected each bootstrap sample separately to SCF part of the 1989 sample has both cross-

the post-stratification process Whiló we believe section and panel representation and part has

that the bootstrap weights provide an adequate only panel representation An important sub-

representation of variance due to sampling the sample that is taken to have only panel

theoretical properties of variance estimates representation is the 1983 list sample It is

based on bootstrap weights complex surveys unknown what representation this group might

are still being developed The principal have in 1989 It is possible that we may be able

virtue of the bootstrap weights we have corn- to develop model-based weights to estimate that

puted here is that they are straightforward to representation
if we can collect sufficient data

compute and they axe relatively simple to use in on the sample Construction of proper weights

estimation is also complicated by nonresponse in 1989 and

by splitting of households

Conclusions and Future Research Another major problem for dealing with the

In this paper we have dealt with some of panel data is imputation In principLe imputa

the larger methodological issues of wealth tions should condition on all available

estimation using the 1989 SCF One of the informafioit When the original 1983 imputa

major on-going efforts in the SCP is to convince tions we estimated there was 1989

users to take the trouble to estimate variances for information After the 1989 SCF both thØ.l983

their estimates To this end we have developed and the 1989 imputations should be conditioned

multiple imputations to be used for estimating on common database While this processing

imputation variances and bootstrap replicate raises no large problems of imputation theory

weights to be used for estimating sampling there are enormous practical problems that grow

variance more complicated with each additional wave of

The creation of public use dataset raises panel We are dealing with panel imputation

the very important and non-trivial issue of in the 1989 SCF by creating very reduced

confidentiality of the survey respondents In version of the 1983 SCF that will be reimputed

highly stratified survey such as the SCF where simultaneously with the 1989 data Much clever

the oversampled group provokes strong curiosity innovation is needed to make practical progress

in many people it is important to take special here

precautions to protect the identity of survey
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ENDNOTES adjustment assumption is model-based one
The 1989 SCF is one in series of though it is sufficiently associated with elemen

household surveys conducted by the Federal tar Sampling that many people do not consider

Reserve Board to collect data on household this Where there is limited auxiliary informa

finances Results from earlier surveys can be tion ratio ailjusnnents may be the best that can

found in Avery Elliehausen and Kennickell be done

Avery and Kenrnckell and Control totals for the list sample were

Projector and Weiss adjusted to
represent the 1989 population of

If one looks only at dollar amounts of households filing tax returns rather than the

financial assets out of maximum of 136908 1987 population of tax filers An estimate of the

data items 3350 are missing number of nonfilers derived from the area frame

See Heeringa and Woodbum for was used to adjust the overall total

additional details 10 The sample design for the 1987 SO
AdministratIve data is often used in the Individual study can be found in Individual

aggregate to improve survey estimates Huggins Income Tax Returns 1987 1990
and Fay 1988 describe such an application for 11 Among the very few pieces of survey

SIPP longitudinal estimation infonnatlon that have been connected to the list

For description of the Statistics of frame is response status of each sample case It

Income Individual Program in place when the should be emphasized that while we do know

SCF selections were made see Individual the- set of cases that responded we have no

Income Tax Returns 1987 19901 Statistical knowledge of which interviews correspond to

and research uses of SO data are closely regu- which almirustrative records

lated to guarantee that individuals and other 12 Little and David 1983 use the propensity

entities will remain protected against any score method to adjust for nonresponse in panel

disclosure of their financial and tax data e.g survey settings More recently Ekholm and

Wilson and Smith 1983 For the 1989 SCF Laaksonen 1991 discuss the application of

contractual agreements between the Federal propensity scores in the Finnish Household

Reserve Board the Survey Research Center and Budget Survey

SO clearly specify the limitations on the use of 13 The estimated model is given in

the administrative data in order to guarantee the Kennickell and Woodbum 1992b

privacy rights of the individual taxpayers 14 The resulting model is given in Kennickell

To evaluaxe the efficiency of the sample and Woodburn

design we computed regression model of the 15 This assumption likely understates the

computed wealth index with several survey probability of observation for higher-wealth

variables Not surprisingly the index is better observations since there are small number of

proxy for gross assets than net worth More relatively wealthy area sample cases While one

details are given in Kennickell and Woodbum might argue for higher cut-of such change

has little effect

The 1989 SCF design included an overlap- 16 Several possible models for these probabil

ping panel/cross-section sample based in
part on ities were investigated Unfortunately the

the design of the 1983 SCF This paper deals models are too sensitive to be useful for weight

only with the cases that have cross-section adjustment

representation in 1989 17 description of the raking ratio estimation

This second point is one that holds true for technique can be found in Oh and Scheuren

most surveys Typically adjustments are made

uniformly within adjustment classes This 18 It is important to note that this does not
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entail the merging of survey data with the SO Journal of Official Statistics 1991 pp
file Only response indicator is passed to 325-337

version of the SO file held at the Board of GREENWOOD 1983 An Estimation of

Governors Further details are presented in U.S Family Wealth and its Distribution

Woodbum From Micro-Data 1973 Review of

19 An overview of replication techniques for Income and Wealth March pp 23-44

variance estimation and applications in complex HARTLEY 1962 Multiple Frame

surveys can be found in Skinner et al Surveys Proceedings of the Social

20 This construction is described more fully Statistics Section American Statistical

in Kennickell and Woodburn The Association pp 203-206

computation of total variance is based on the HEERINGA JUSTER and

replicate bootstrap weights and the uncertainty WOODSURN 1991 The 1989

due to imputation of missing values The incor- Survey of Consumer Finances Survey

poration of the imputation variance follows the Design for Wealth Estimation Statistics

process outlined in Rubin of Income and Related Record Research

21 The number of bootstrap samples 1990-1991 Internal Revenue Service

generally recommended is far larger than 11 12 HEERINGA and WOODBURN
including the full sample weight Applications 1992 The 1989 Survey of Consumer

of the bootstrap technique to complex survey Finances Sample Design Documentation

settings is fairly new Typically such applica- forthcoming

tons involve the selection of 50 to 500 bootstrap HUGGINS and FAY 1988 Use

samples to compute variances and confidence of Mm nistrative Data in SIPP

intervals.for specific estimate We have Longitudinal Estimation Prnceedins of

chosen to compute weights to correspond wth the Section on Survey Research Methods

our bootstrap samples and to provide these American atistical Association

weights to the data users as vai ance computa- INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 1990
ton tool Individual Iiicothe Tax Returns 1987

22 Rao and Wu compare the perfor- Department of the Treasury pp 13-17

mance of the bootstrap with other resampling JOHNSON and SCHWARTZ
methods of computing variances in complex 1990 Estimates of Personal Wealth

survey settings 1986 Statistics of Income Bulletin

Spring Volume 94 pp 63-78
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